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editing in history. The first involves Booker T.
Washington's famous Atlanta speech. The editors of it in
the new edition comment upon and fully record in notes
"deleted passages" in the manuscript which "seem to
suggest something of BTW's thinking as he prepared the
address." I'd prefer that, if the editors are concerned with
describing the progress of intention from draft to delivered
address, they repon deletions as well as additions. The
second example, drawn from the first volume of the
Correspondence o/James K. Polk, concerns a letter to Polk
from Andrew Jackson dated 1 February, 1838. The text
printed is based on the copy written in "Andrew Jackson
Donelson's hand and interlined by Andrew Jackson ... it
is a signed draft of the letter sent. " A footnote indicates,
however, that another copy, in Polk's hand, of the same
letter as received contains a postscript from Jackson, not

printed in the edition. Here, dearly, the decision to repon
only a document does injustice to the text: Polk cenainly
didn't invent the postscript from Jackson which he records
in his copy, and it ought to be included in the edition as
pan of the content of the text.
. I'm afraid that, in the limitations of time here, my
principles will give rather the impression of Zen sayings.
But attention to them, and to the effons they necessarily
entail, should mean editing that reflects and defines the
limits of its documentary basis, as well as the fallibilities
and possibilities implicit in the original creation of that
text. And they provide a means of conveying what the
author has written while allowing~us to also aniculate what
he or she did not write but did intend, and to identify the
difference between the expression of thought and its often
very complex physical embodiment.

Errata.' Being the Correction

ofa Singular Transposition;
With Apologies From the Transpositor to His Readers
Having committed (with three inch high characters) a
noticeable transposition in the ADE acronym on the cov~r
of the February Newsletter, we do not especially savor the
experience. Rumors that the Newsletter's editor had been
taken captive by a group of militant Gaelic spelling
reformers are baseless; he simply goofed. From this
unhappy circumstance has come some good, however, for
careful investigation demonstrates the existence of more
than a dozen prior instances of error recorded in the annals

of human history. An antebellum issue of the Savannah
Republican published this notice:
In our cholera anicle of yesterday evening, for '''No,''
read "Yes;" and for "Yes," read "No."
And an early nineteenth-century London newspaper
printed this notice:
For "her grace, the Duke of Bedford,"
read" his grace, the Duchess of Bedford.
-JON KUKLA

Crick and Alman Brought Up To Date
A Guide to Manuscripts Relating to Amenca in Great
Britain and Ireland, revised edition, ed. John W. Raimo
(Westpon, Conn.: Meckler Books, 1979; 467pp., $79.50),
replaces the earlier volume by Bernard Crick and Miriam
Alman published in 1961. Entries are arranged
alphabetically by county (according to the new county
structures established in 1974) and then by institution.
Coverage goes from major universities down to local

church archives and private owners. Entries are descriptive
and range from a broad overview of the collection to a
listing of individual letters and their dates. When material
has been published, this information and the citation for
the published work are given in a note. A detailed 110page index provides access to materials. All and all a firstrate job of work that will provide much information.
- JOEL MYERSON
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